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Fashion MarketingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
‘Clothing that is not purchased or worn is not fashion’ (to paraphrase Armani)

Knowledge of marketing is essential to help ensure success and reduce the risk of failure in fashion. For the designer starting up in business, this book offers a guide to the major decisions that will enable you to fulfil...
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Continuous Delivery: Reliable Software Releases through Build, Test, and Deployment AutomationAddison Wesley, 2010

	Getting software released to users is often a painful, risky, and time-consuming process. This groundbreaking new book sets out the principles and technical practices that enable rapid, incremental delivery of high quality, valuable new functionality to users. Through automation of the build, deployment, and testing...
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Encyclopedia of FinanceSpringer, 2013

	The Encyclopedia of Finance, Second Edition, comprised of over 1000 individual definitions and chapters, is the most comprehensive and up-to-date resource in the field, integrating the most current terminology, research, theory, and practical applications. Showcasing contributions from an international array of experts, the revised edition of...
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Atlas of Atherosclerosis and Metabolic SyndromeSpringer, 2010

	This new edition is an integral source of information on Atherosclerosis. It covers topics such as newer coronary risk factors, high-density lipoprotein metabolism, lipid-lowering drugs, endothelium and thrombosis in atherogenesis, and contributing risk factors. With over 500 exceptional photographs, diagrams, and charts, each chapter...
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Integrated Management SystemsSpringer, 2014

	Examining the challenges of integrated management, this book explores the importance and potential benefits of using an integrated approach as a cross-functional concept of management. It covers not only standardized management systems (e.g. International Organization for Standardization), but also models of self-assessment, as well as...
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Protect Your Wealth from the Ravages of Inflation: A Three-Step MethodApress, 2011

	Protect Your Wealth from the Ravages of Inflation is for people who have financial assets to protect in an unpredictable, inflationary environment. Maybe you have tried traditional financial advice, financial planning, and passive investment management techniques and you’re still losing ground. Maybe you’re worried that...
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Principles of Molecular Cardiology (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2005

	An easy-to-read survey of all the latest developments in molecular cardiologic research and therapy. The authors explain in a readable style the complex process of the heart's development, the molecular basis of cardiovascular diseases, and the translation of these research advances to actual clinical treatments. The expert information...
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Handbook of Vitamins, 3rd Edition (Clinical Nutrition in Health and Disease, No. 3)CRC Press, 2001

	Features a comprehensive summary of the chemical, physiological, and nutritional relationships of all recognized vitamins!

	

	Maintaining the standards of excellence set forth in the previous editions, the Handbook of Vitamins, Third Edition presents a thorough examination of the fundamental characteristics, functions, and roles...
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Securing VoIP Networks: Threats, Vulnerabilities, and CountermeasuresAddison Wesley, 2007
Communication between people has changed with the invention of the telephone. The ability to communicate across continents in real-time has also helped our society in several dimensions including entertainment, trade, finance, and defense. But this new capability did not come without an investment. Building an international telephony...
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The Best Damn IT Security Management Book PeriodSyngress Publishing, 2007
This chapter will address vulnerabilities and why they are important. It also discusses a concept known as Windows of Vulnerability, and shows how to determine the risk a given vulnerability poses to your environment.

What Are Vulnerabilities?

So, what are...
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The Essential Handbook of Ground-Water SamplingCRC Press, 2006
Tremendous improvements in ground-water sampling methodologies and analytical technologies have made it possible to collect and analyze truly representative samples to detect increasingly lower levels of contaminants—now in the sub-parts-per-billion range. Though these new methods produce more accurate and precise data and are less expensive,...
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Data Modeling for Metrology and Testing in Measurement ScienceBirkhauser, 2008
This book and companion DVD provide a comprehensive set of modeling methods for data and uncertainty analysis, taking readers beyond mainstream methods described in standard texts. The emphasis throughout is on techniques having a broad range of real-world applications in measurement science. Mainstream methods of data modeling and analysis...
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